This paper is co nce rned wit h the synthesis of a r ad iation pattern in an eq uatorial p la ne s urrounding an infinite circu lar cy linder. A di scussion of t he rad iation fi eld a bout s uch a c y lind er leads to t he conclusion t hat a leaky-wave ante nn a can be ut ili zed to provide the proper a perture d ist ribu t ion. Wi t h ka chosen sufficien t ly large to e nsur e that prior theory concern in g t he inductive s lleet leaky-wave antenn a will apply, a Che byshev di stribu t ion is a na lyzed . It is s hown t h at t he order of t he Chebys hev polynomin a l mu st sat isfy N < ka cos "'0 sin 5N , wh er e <Po is t he ang le of rad iat io n mea sured fr o m a nor mal to t he cylinder surface, a nd ON is the m ax imum deviat ion from t hi s a ngle . The radiation ang le is given by <po= arc s in ({3 / k), w here (3 is a co nsta nt which is t he pha se factor of an X-ba n d wa veguid e. Experim en tal work wi th s uch a waveguide, curved i n t he H pla ne and flu s h-mounted in a fini te cyli nd er wi t h ka = 12."., provided rad iat io n p atterns which clos ely ad hered to t he t heo retical analysis in the frequency range 8 .4 to 11.5 Gc/s.
Introduction
The flush-mounted leaky-wave an tenn a h as b een the subj ect of many invesLigaLion s and resul ting papers. Goldstone and Oliner [1959) lUl.Ve contributed to the theory by working wi th the general leaky-wave structure and applyin g a perturbation technique to th e transverse resonance condition. On the other h and, Hon ey [1959) has used a computer to solve the transverse resonance equation for the specific case of the inductive sheet antenna. The extension of this type of antenna to the case of a curved suri:we, namely an infmite circular cylinder, is the purpose of this report.
The far field p attern s of a source on an infini te, conducting, circular cylinder have long been known [Silver and Saunders, 1950) . More r ecen tly, Wait [1959) has published an entire book on t be subject and related topics which also contains a comprehensive bibliograph y. Wait and H ouseholder [1959] have also obtained theoretical patterns for the slotted cylinder antenna. However, in order to obtain their patterns, it is necessar y to control the phase shift around t he cylinder in such a manner that rather complicated excitation devices would be needed. The leaky-wave an tenna provides a means to avoid such devices.
In this r eport, theory is developed to show that the radiation field in the equatorial plane surrounding the circular cylinder, except for an azimuthal phase shift, is essentially directed in proportion to th e vertically polarized aperture distribution of th e leaky-wave antenna.
A Ch ebyshev distribution is an alyzed so that synthesis can b e carried out. Subsequent exp erimental work with th e resulting antenna provided justifica tion for the theory, as excellent correspondence b etween the theore tical radiation pattern and actual radia Lion p aLterns over the range 8.4 to 11.5 Gcls was demonstr ated. 
Radiation Field
Consider excitation of a transverse slo t in an infinite conducting cylinder shown in figure 1a as given by N !(</»e -i /3a", = 2::: A me-im "'e -i /3a"',-l < z < l, (1) 1n=-N where f(¢) is the amplitude distribution in the slo t, (3 is the slo t phase factor, a is the cylinder radius, Am is the Fourier coefficient, N is an integer , and 2l is th e slot width. Following an analysis similar to that of Silver and Saunders [1950] , the tangential field is
E ",(a,</ > ,z) = 0.
When expanding the field external to the cylinder, the condition of p eriodicity in the </ >-direction is no longer stipula ted . It is assumed instead that a travelin g wave continuously circles the cylinder. It is further assumed that after one circumven tion of the cylinder, the amplitude of the wave becomes negligible such tha,t transmitted or reflec ted components are of li ttle importance. The ¢-dependence under such assumptions is given by where ~ is the phase factor of the external field and A(¢) is the ampli tude function. 
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Although A (cf» is no t p eriodic on the int.erval 0 to 211", a Fourier series r epresen tation over t hi s in terval of the form is assumed. Then, by an extension of the r esults of previous workers [Silver and Saunders, 1950 ; Wait, 1959] , the external field compon ents are found to b e (5) where a m and bm are arbitrary constants and k~= k2 -h2, k =..j }lO/ EO is the free space propagation constan t, and h is the complex propagation factor arising from a Fourier transform in th e axial direction . H~~~ is the H ankel fun ction of the second kind and order m + f §. E valua tin g the la t ter equ ations at the surface of th e cylinder , i.e., p= a, and th en equating them to the t angen tial field as given by (2), i t is apparent th at to b e equ al for all cf>, {3 = {3a (6) which th en allows a m and bm to b e determined. With these constants evaluated, all r emaining field compon ents can b e found. N ex t, lettin g p= R sin 8, z= R cos (J , (7) it is apparent that in the r adia tion field wh ere R -'7oo ,
This means th at th e us ual asymp totic form of the H ankel function can b e utilized, and a saddle-poin t integration will give as the radiation field componen ts, As shown subsequentl y in p aragraph 3, the ratio in (lOb ), unlike tha t of (8), does not approach 64 645-62----11 zero, and use must be made of the asymptotic form [Sommerfeld, 1949] In figure 1b is shown the equatorial plane. If a plane wave leaves point A on the surface of the cylinder so as to make an angle <P m with th e normal, and if the space phase difference is measured with respect to the center of th e cylinder 0, then the far field is given by
where k is the free space propagation constant, and the remaining parameters are defined in the figure. Comparing this expression with the radiation field representation of (13), it is apparent that cos <Pm = sin a , (15) and (16) Furthermore, from (12) and (16), the radiation angle is defined by <pm= arc si n (pmlka) ,
or <pm = arc sin [~+:
Thel'efore (13) can be written
Now, let the radiation angle be Wl·jLten (20) where
and Om (m~O) is a deviation angle which is a function of the summation index m. If the deviation angle is small, then and (19) reduces to
where (24) ( 25) Under the restriction that 0", be small, the radiation field of (23), except for a phase shift of 4>0 degrees, will be directly proportional to the slo t distribution of (1) . It can be concluded, therefore, that a desired pattern can be synthesized in the equatorial plane simply by controlling the excitation of the aperture.
. Aperture Excitation {
It is necessary to determine how the excitation in the aperture given by (1) should e accomplished. Honey [1959J has suggested that the inductive sheet antenna might be uJs cl on a curved surface. In the case of the circular cylinder, values of ka sufficiently large sho lcl ensure that his analysis can be applied directly.
The inductive sheet used in this case will consist of the outer wall of an X -band waveguide curved in the H plane and propagating a TEIO mode. Although an approximate solution exists [Borgnis and Papas, 1958J for the propagation factor of such a guide, it is not in a readily usable form, and the assumption that ka is large allows use of the approximate dependency e -'YSS e -'Y T T , where T, s, z form the coordinate system of figure 2a. The wave equation is thus (26) where the propagation factors "I s and "IT are for the longitudinal and transverse directions respectively.
Due to the fact that energy is gradually being "leaked" from the waveguide, th e longitudinal propagation factor will be complex, "I s = a:+ j(3. (27) The imaginary part of this expression is, of course, just the phase factor of (1). Since it does not vary with the azimuthal angle cp, In addition, because the waveguide is propagating a fast wave, or leaky wave, it is possible to write or utilizin g (21 ) Furthermore, if the deviation angle is selected such that 0< cJ>o+ om<rr/ 2, then, from (20) and (17), it can be concluded that
which Justifies the use of the asymptotic form of (11),
(30)
Turning attention to the real part of the longitudinal propagation factor, it is possible to relate it to the amplitude distribution in the slot since [Honey, 1959] 
wher e g(s) is the amplitude distribution, F is the frac tion of the input power which is radiated by the antenna, L is the totaJ length of the aperture, and s' is the variable of integration along the aperture. 
where ¢' is the variable of integration for the ¢ dimension, and a' = a-wo/2 is the radius which corresponds to the circumfer ential p ath in the center of the waveguide, Wo being the width of the closed guide.
It
H aving establish ed the longitudinal propagation factor, the next logical step is to find the transverse propagation factor, th erefore let Wi I However, another condition to which t he inductive sheet antenna m ust conform is the transverse resonance equation . This condition arises du e to the conservation of energy; t hat is, admittances or impedances must be equal when viewed transversely in either direction from a plane parallel to the inductive sheet wall. T aking as the r eference plane the inductive wall itself, the network representation of figure 2b is obtained. Therefore, transverse resonance gives rise to the characteristic equation [Honey, 1959J - 
. The Che byshev Distribution
The pattern whose synthesis is being undertaken is a Chebyshev distribution. As Duhamel 11953J has shown, a Chebyshev polynomial can b e expanded as a finite Fourier series (42) However, there are two conditions to which this distribution must adhere. The first condition results from (28), i.e., the phase factor of the distribution must b e constant. This jn turn implies that the amplitude distribution shall not change sign, thus inherently intro-.clueing a phase shift of 7r radians . In the general synthesis with a Chebyshev polynomial this does occur. To combat this difficulty the polynomial TN(x) + 1 can be utilized [Silver, 1949J. The second condition imposed can b e derived from the relationships of (18) (48) where for convenience th e superscript 5 has been dropped from the Om's. I n th e general case, similar expressions for any order polynomial may be derived.
. Numerical Solution
A brief description of the numerical solution for the experimental antenna is presented h ere to illustrate the steps outlined at the end of paragraph 3.
As a preliminary consideration, the operating frequen cy and cylinder radius must be chosen to ensure that ka is sufficiently large. In this case the design frequency was 10 Gc/s, and a cylinder radius of six wavelengths gave a value of ka= 1271".
Step (a):
The waveguide propagation factor of standard X-band guide is Also the free space propagation factor of 10 Gc/s is k= 27r/t.. = 5.3284 rad/in. First, the unperturbed radiation phase angle from (21) is cf>o= arc sin (0.75505) = 49.0°;
and second, selecting a maximum deviation angle of 13 degrees (to conform with (3 1) and the approximation of (22), the order of the Chebyshev polynomial must satisfy (45), N-::; (37.8) (0.655) (0.225) = 5.58.
Letting N = 5, the distribution as shown in figure 3 can be obtained where R = 20 is the main lobe to sidelobe ratio corresponding to 26 db down. In figure 5 the theoretical radiation power pattern is shown, where the main lobe appears at 180°+ 49.0°= 229.0°.
(N ote that on the scale shown, the sidelo bes will not be visible.) Steps (b) and (c):
The longitudinal attenuation factor was computed for increments of five degrees (about ),,/2 on the circumference) using F= 0.9, and the expression of (48). With the values thus obtained for a, calculation of the transverse phase factors was accomplished. Instead of solving for the transverse attenuation factors from (37a), the following r elationship was used
(49) Steps (d), (e), and (f):
Computation of the waveguide width w involved the solution of a transcendental equation which must be carried ou t with the aid of a cOll1puter or curves as those given by Honey [1959] . Likewise, the spacing, p , of the wires of the inductive wall grating must also be found from a computer solution or [rom curves.
The resul ts of these calculations are to be found tabulated in appendix A.
Experimental Results
An infinite cylinder was approximated by fitting two 24 in. (abou t 20 wavelengths) circular cylindrical sections fabricated from 0.050 in. sheet aluminum to the top and bottom of the X -band waveguide shown in figure 4. This waveguide had its inner wall varied so as to maintain the inside width w as computed from (40a). The outer wall consisted of number 28 copper wire fasten ed to a thin paper backing by overlaying with epoxy resin, and spaced as per dimension p calculated from (39).
Although t he design frequency was 10 Gc/s, it was fo und that the radiation pattern over the range from 8.4 to 11.5 Gcls closely approximated the theoretical pattern shown in figure  5 , as can be seen by comparing it with figu r es 6 to 12. The main departures from the theoretical pattern are apparent from the data of table 1: The direct.ion of the main beftm at the design frequency of 10 Gcls is slightly in error; sidelobe levels are higher than theory predicts; and a wider beamwidth exists at the design frequency .
The apparent disagreement in tho main beam position is caused, in the main, by the inability to aline the antenna on the pattern range_ The circular symmetry of the cylinder allowed no better than a ±3° tolerance in locating a given point on the circumference, namely the feed point at 0° (see fig. 4 ) .
The disagreement in sidelobe level is due to the spurious sidelobes exhibited in the radiation patterns of figures 6 to 12. These sidelobes could be attributed to several factors: (1) The assumption that the transmitted and reflected components of the azimuthal traveling wave of the external field are negligible may not be valid as certain harmonic componen ts of (4) may cause standing waves to exist; (2) The deviation angle O m and Em defined in (25) show that the radiation field is not, in the strict sense, proportional to the aperture distribution and the effect of these perturbations may cause the sidelobes; (3) A correction term in (39) which was neglected [Honey, 1959] could also account for premature excess leakage of energy giving rise to sidelobes located between the main beam and the feeding point; (4) The mitered corner' feed of figlUe 4 may also have abetted the formation of sidelobes due to diffraction about the mitered wall. The corner was designed from data for the intersection of two straight, closed waveguides; the waveguide here was neither straight nor closed.
Tbe error in beamwidth of 3.6° at the design frequency may also be caused by the fact that tbe correction term in (3 9) was neglected. This term would tend to decrease the wire spacing p significantly in the region from 165, to 215°, which would decrease energy leakage and in turn the beam width. '
. Conclusions
It has been shown that the flush-mounted leaky-wave antenna offers an excellent means to synthesize a Chebyshev pattern in the equat~rial plane surrounding a finite metallic cylinder. Experimentall'esults bear out the theory except for the problem of spurious large sidelobes.
Discussion of the experimental results sug~ests two immediate actions as a cure for this problem: (1) Inclusion of the correction term in (39), (2) use of an alternate feeding method such as a probe within the waveguide a quarter wavelength from the closed end.
Since the purpose of this report was to synthesize, as well as determine the requirements for synthesis of a specified radiation pattern under certain boundary conditions, investigation beyond these goals was not undertaken. Therefore, the other characteristics of the resulting antenna such as its impedance, efficiency, and gain have been left unevaluated.
Finally, although the azimuthal radiation pattern was the prime interest in this report, it is suggested that investigation of synthesis of an elevation pattern might also constitute an interesting research topic.
Appendix A. Tabulation of Numerical Calculations
The following is the numerical solution carried out for the design of the experimental antenna:
Cylinder radius, a = 7.0S12 in. (6}") Height of aperture, 2l = 0.40 in. 
